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What is Organic Art?

Created by international computer artist William Latham, and technical guru Mark
Atkinson, the full Organic Art package contains over 175 different virtual 
sculptures, each a living starting point for millions of genetic variations.
Each time it runs, hypnotic 3D imagery is generated "live" in front of your eyes.
Organic Art is both a tool to create your own 3D animated artworks, and the 
world's best screen saver.

License Terms
All demo and retail versions of Organic Art, and any scenes or images created 
with them, are for personal use only.
New scene definitions (.scn files) which you create may be freely distributed 
(note that you need the retail version to make new scenes).
All original material supplied, including shapes, texture maps and backdrops, 
remains copyright Computer Artworks Ltd., and must not be redistributed in any 
way.
To enquire about a license for commercial usage, email info@artworks.co.uk.

This demo is freely distributable - you may share it, or upload it to other sites.  
The contents of the archive and install set must not be split up, or modified in any
way.  If you wish to distribute new scenes you have created, please package 
their definitions separately.  This demo must not be sold for profit, and no charge 
should be made except to cover reasonable media costs, or normal on-line 
charges.

There are two versions of this demo - one intended for download, and one 
intended for covermount CD's.  The downloaded version should not be used for 
covermount, and will not install from a CD.  If you have the download version, 
wish to obtain the CD version for a magazine covermount (or other demo CD), or
email info@artworks.co.uk.

About the Demo
This demo version gives you almost all the features of the full retail version, so 
you can really see what it's all about.



There are a few differences from the full version (many to save space for the 
downloaded version):

The full version has many more scenes and resources:
175 scenes.
70 pieces of backdrop artwork.
54 3D meshes.
100 texture maps.

Save is inactive - you can experiment, and make scenes, but you need the full 
version to save them.  When you save your scenes, they automatically become 
new screen savers.

There are 6 Generators in this Demo, 4 of which are variations of the 'twister' 
style. 
There are 33 Generators in the full version - if you got this demo from a CD, the 
Graphics Help file will be installed, and you can see examples of the different 
Generators by choosing Generator Graphics from the Help menu.
If you got the demo from a download, the Graphics Help is greyed out, as the file 
is too large for this version.

The coloured lighting models are inactive, as the RGB renderer is not installed.

You need the full version to run all add-on scenes.

More info
For more information, contact Warner Interactive International on:

UK Tel: 0171 391 4323 (or 0171 391 4345)
UK Fax: 0171 391 4348
International Tel: +44 171 391 4323 (or +44 171 391 4345)
International Fax: +44 171 391 4348.

or see the Computer Artworks web site on http://www.artworks.co.uk.

Troubleshooting
See the help file - either Help.hlp in the root of the install set, or from the Help 
menu once installed.
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